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ABSTRACT 
Computerized Machinability Data Systems (Cl\JDS) which have been 
designed to be used in job shop or batch production conditions do not fully 
respond to the needs of mass production machining practice. Ext.ensive use of 
dedicat.ed equipment and tooling in mass production makes the development. of 
special machining cost models indispensable. These models together with 
appropriate data files and repcrt formats constitute the basis of custom-made 
CMDSs. In the present thesis work, four multi-tool operations (rough turn, 
finish turn. finish bore, thread both ends) performrd on a 155 mm projectile 
shell were considered. Special cost models developed for each of these multi-t.ool 
operations were implemented into a Cl\JDS. A computer program in Fortrau 77 
language was written so that it would providl' optimal cutting parameters and 
allow the· im-estigation and implementation of machining clements such as 
cutting tools and work materials. 
Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Definition of Machinability 
Material properties relating to the response of a material t,o various 
processing techniques are some of the most. difficult properties to define. 
l'vlachinability which is an important property from production wievpoint is hard 
to define in that it depends not only on the material involved, but also on the 
specific process and aspect of interest. 
Machinability can be defined as 'the relative ease with which a met.al can 
be machined by an appropriate cutting tool' (Groover, 1976). The machinabilit.y 
of a metal is dPLermined by comparing the response of that. metal to a specific 
proct•ss with the response of another metal accepted as standard to thr sarnt· 
process. Thus. the machinability of a metal is specific to the process and 
response criterion chosen. 
The comparaison task 1s generally carried out by assigning an index 
number, to the metal in consideration, the standard metal having a base index 
equal to 100. A work material which is assigned an index number greater than 
100 will be more machinable than the standard metal in terms of the criterion 
and the cutting conditions indicated. 
The subtlety in the definition of machinability comes from the fact that 
the machinability rating depends greatly upon the diversit.y of performance 
criteria and cutting conditions used. Tool life, surface finish, cutting forces and 
temperatures, power consumption, chip disposal, dimensional stability, cost per 
piece and production rate are among the machining performance criteria which 
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may be selected for comparaison purposes. 
On the other hand, the type of machining operation, machine tool 
paramet,ers, workpart characteristics and operating parameters should be 
precisely determined in order to make an accurate machinability rating. 
The term machinability may also be used for machining parameters such 
as tool materials and geometries, cutting fluids, etc. The inclusion of all 
machining parameters within the context of machinability leads us to the idea 
of machinability data systems. 
1.2 Mnchinnhility Data Syst.crns 
1.2,l Components of Machinability Data Systems 
Tl><· pmpose of a machinabllity dal,a system is not only 10 e<a\,,at.,· th<· 
p,.,fo,manc.c of the cutting conditions bot also optimiz<• them in o,dec to 
machine the wo,kpi,ce \,o its speciflrntions al ,ithec minimum cost P'" p,ece o, 
rnaxnnurn produdion rat.c. 
A systems app,oac.h to th<· machining pcocess can be depicted as m Figuce 
1-1. 
PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 
(OUTPUTS) 
CUTTING CONDITIONS 
(INPUTS) 
Type of Operation 
Tool Life 
Machine Tool Par. 
Sur:face Finish 
Cutting Tool Par, 
- f MACHINING I 
Cutting Forces 
Workpiece Par. 
1 PROCESS ' 
,. Power Comsumption 
Operating Par. 
Chip Disposal 
Dimensional Stabili tY 
Economic Criteria 
Figure 1-1: 
lnputs and Outputs of Machinin~ Pror,•ss 
Th•· type of opecation, machine 100\ parnmete"· c.ouing 100\ parno><·ters. 
wo,kpiece pacamel,ecs and operating parnm<otecs cnnstitote tlw input rnnditions 
fo, the machining process. Mos\. of the input parameter ,·a\ues ace dictated by 
the pcod uction <oq n i pment, tools and w ock pi<occ i tsa If ( C: ,ootc<, 1980). 
The type of opcrnl-ion and machine 100\ on which the operntion ts 
pecformed ace specified on route sheets- Considering an unusual type of 
operation generally requires important ""u,omic d<-risions such as purchasing new 
equipment. Therefor<, in most cases the process planner is supposod to make a 
selection among the machine tools that already exist on th<· shop Ooor. 
The cu tti og tools are sdccted ac.-ord i ng Io I h•• 1.y pe of opera\ ion, work 
mat,crial or whether a roughing °' finishing en\ is used. Cnttiog tools are 
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specified in terms of both geometry and material. Especially in the case of high 
volume production, upgrading of the cutting tools is necessary in order to 
achieve better machining performances. 
The workpart characteristics are specified by the product designer. Changes 
m specifications are permitted if they do not sacrificp the efficiency of the 
work part.. 
Finally, operating parameters such as cutting speed, feed and depth of cut 
are considered as cutting condition variables in order to machine the workpart 
most efficiently given all other parameter values. Depth of cut is usually 
predetermined by the workpiece geometry and operation sequence. Therefore. t,he 
main objective of a machinability dat,a system is reduced to thP determination 
of a speed and feed combination which would result in minimum cost per piece 
or maximum production rate (Downing, 1962). 
In a machinability dat.a syst.em. the performance criteria such as surfarc• 
finish. cutting forces and temperatures, power consumpt.io11. chip disposal and 
dimensional st.ability are considered as constraint factors. Th(•se factors are 
checked' against the machine tool and workpiece specifications during the 
optimization process of the cutting speed and feed rate. 
1.2.2 Approaches to Machinability Data Systems 
To a large extent, machinability data systems which include the selection 
of the appropriate cutting tools and the machining conditions of speed, feed and 
depth of cut reside in the personal experince of machine operators, supervisors 
and process planners. Although large amount. of machining information is 
constantly generated in the machine shop,· very little of it is ever properly 
analyzed and collected for future use. 
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The introduction of numerical control gave management the opportunity t.o 
shift the responsibility of feed and speed selection from the operator to the 
parts programmer. However, in many cases. the programmer was not, well versed 
in metal cutting technology. This situation created a need to supply the parts 
programmer with appropriate machinability information. Hence, efforts were 
made by national machining information centers, machine tool and cutting tool 
manufacturers, and individual companies to systematically collect machining 
information from in-house experience, available litterature, and machinability 
testing and to present it in a form suitable for use by the numerical control 
programmer. While the machine tool and cutting tool manufacturers made 
these recommendations available for their part.icular machines and tools. the 
more general and comprehensive machining information has been compiled in t.he 
form of handbooks such as the widely used Machinability Dat,a Handbook 
(Mach. Data. Hand., 1972). 
Although the handbook approach is a definite improvement over personal 
judgement.. it often suffers from several drawbacks. The recommendations made 
by the· handbook tend to be conservative, meaning that suggested feeds and 
speeds are based on worst-case conditions. Handbook data apply only to a 
particular machining situation. These data are intended to be general guidelines 
and often do not coincide with the particular production line and machine tools 
of a given shop. Handbooks are manual input/output oriented. They are not 
compatible with the objectives of integrated automation of the manufacturing 
system. 
The flexibility of personal experience and the comprehensiveness of the 
handbooks are combined in the concept of computerized machinability data 
6 
systems. 
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1.3 Computerized Machinability Data Systems 
1.3.1 Properties of Computerized Machinability Data Systems 
The widespread use of numerical control machines brought about the 
extensive use of computerized machinability data systems. To satisfy the needs 
of LhP industry, many computerized machinability data bases have been 
developed by research institutes and universities, cut.ting tool and machine tool 
manufacturers, numerical control programming language processor suppliers, 
individual companies and consulting firms. These developers have had the 
purpose of providing bett.er service to their customers, increasing the efficiency 
of their processors. machine tools or cutt,ing tools. 
The existing computerized machinability data systems can be classified into 
t.wo broad categories based on their processing logic (Pressman. 19i6. Pressman. 
19ii): 
a. Dat.a st.orage and retrieval systems, 
b. Mat,hematical model systems. 
In data storage and retrieval systems, a senes of recommended cutting 
speeds, feeds and other related information, either from shop experience, 
laboratory experiments or handbooks are stored in computer data storage files 
for numerous combinations of machining operations, workpiece materials and tool 
materials. The retrieval of information has been made easier and quicker by 
storing the data in computer files. Given the required inputs of operation, 
material, tool, etc., the computer searches various files for similar conditions and 
extracts the recommended cutting conditions. Although the data storage and 
ret,rieval system has several advantages over printed handbooks, they arc often 
characterized by the lack of adequate maintenance and difficulties in updating 
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wit.h current. machining recommendations. Highly experienced personnel are 
required to evaluate the incoming machinability data and update recommended 
speeds and feeds in the data files (Zimmers. ]!)71 ). 
Mathematical model systems eliminate the need to store the vast amount 
of data for the many combinations of materials. tools and operations. Inst.cad, 
the data is reduced to a suitable empirical form and expressed as generalized 
empirical equations or in some cases, machinability charts relating speed, feed 
and tool life (General Electric, 1967, Weller, 1966). 
Reliability of the speeds and feeds calculated with empirical equations 
depends upon the reliability of the various factors, constants and exponents used 
in the equations. which in some cases might. be too general for specific 
conditions. Also, empirical equations have been dev<•lnped for ordy simple 
machining operations such as single point turning. Event.hough these operations 
constitute a major percentage of machining effort. a computerized rnachinal.,ilit.y 
data system must. be capable of handling other commonly used processes lik<' 
grinding, gear cutting, etc. Suitable mathematical models to represent the 
machinability responses for these operations have yet to be developed. 
1.3.2 Computerized Machinability Data Systems in Mass Production 
Most computerized machinabilit.y data systems that are being used m 
industry are intended to work in job shop or batch production conditions. Their 
primary purpose rs to r<>commend cut.ting parameter values for operations 
performed on workparts produced rn low or medium quantities. They are usually 
designed t,o be used for common operations such as turning, milling, etc. The 
machines considered for these operations are usually of standard type. 
The effectiveness of such systems arc limited by the amount. of data they 
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cover. Cutting paramet.er values that. they generate are precise to some extent.. 
Act.ually. a systematic investigation for more exact values is usually impossible 
due l,o the insufficient number of workparls produced (Groover. 1980). 
The characteristics of mass production are different from those of job shop 
or batch type production. In mass production 1 parts are produced in large 
quantities usrng dedicated equipment for productivity purposes. Optimum cutting 
parameter values should be determined precisely because any deviations from the 
optimum would result in substantial increases in manufacturing costs. Large 
'production quantities allow a systematic evaluation of cutting performances to 
fine tune cutting variables. 
In the case of mass production, optimum cutting parameters should be 
updated in case ,,,.·here essential changes occur in the par,ameters related t.o thP 
workpart. machiue tool or even operator. For example. workpier~ mat.erials with 
different mechanical properties would require different cutt.ing parameters. 
In high volume production. the investigation and implemcnt,ation of nrwly 
·developed cutting tool materials and geometries, workpiece materials, cutting 
fluids, fixtures and jigs constitute an important part of the manufacturing 
engmeermg activities. This task is usually done by means of off-line search 
techniques. The performance of the process variables that are currently m use 1s 
measured and compared to the performance of its alternatives. 
The above mentioned characteristics of mass production indicate the reason 
why a special type computerized machinability data system is needed to ensure 
optimal cutting conditions in the case of high volume production. Such a 
coinputerized data system would feature some distinctive properties: 
- Use of dedicated machining -~quipment and/or tooling requires more 
10 
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complicated algorithms t.o calculate optimum parameter values. Most high 
product.ion machines have particularities that. should be taken int.o account. when 
building economic models for operations performed on those machines. The 
standard economic models used in conventional computerized machinabity data 
systems need be modified rn order to be employed in dedicated computerized 
machinability data systems. 
- The purpose of data storage and retrieval 1s not exactly the same as in 
general purpose computerized machinability dat,a systems. The data about. the 
old and current cutting conditions are stored mainly for comparaison purposes. 
The data that exist in systems files are used t.o establish base line data for an 
investigation on cutting conditions. These data may also be transferred to a 
more general data base and used in the process design of ,other parts. 
11 
Chapter 2 
CASE STUDY 
2.1 Workpart Considered 
The workpart considered in the present thesis work is the shell of a 155 
mm projectile that is currently being produced in large quantities in the 
Louisiana Army Ammunition Plant of Morton Thikol, Inc. See Figure 2-1. 
Of a series of machining operations performed on the shell, four 
economically relevant operations - Rough Turn OD, Finish Turn OD, Finish 
Bore Cavity, Thread Both Ends - were included within the scope of this study. 
In the following subsections, each of these operations were described in det.ail to 
help the reader comprehend the peculiarities associat,ed with these operat.ions. It 
will be seen that the development of specific economic models are indispensablP 
due to the dedicated equipment utilized. 
· The material of the workpart is 1340 alloy steel, the hardness of which is 
220 BHN. After the rough turning operation, the hardness is increased to 325 
BHN by heat, treatment. Subsequent operations are performed at 325 BHl\ 
hardness level. 
2.1.1 Rough Turn OD Operation 
The rough turn OD operation is the first turning operation performed on 
the body after forging. In this operation, the outside diameter of the body is 
rough turned to minimize finish OD machining load, establish concentricity from 
the inside diameter to the outside diameter and to remove outside imperfections 
inherent to the bars as received from the mill. 
The rough turning operation is performed on a multi-slide tracer lathe. 
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Figure 2-1: 
The operation 1s as follows: the body is conveyed t,o the Rough Turn OD 
machine where it IS placed over an internally expanding mandrel which locaics 
off the cavity ID. At this time, the mandrel begins rotation and the tools are 
placed in cutting position. The tools move from right to left across the body 
making a single pass. At the end of turning operation the body is conveyed to 
the next operation. A total of five coated carbide inserts are used in rough 
turning the OD. These tools may or may not be the same. 
2.1.2 Finish Turn OD Operation 
In this operation, the body is turned to its finished diameter. The 
accuracy of this operation is of utmost importance because most of the following 
operations rely on the external surface for chucking. 
The finish turn OD operation is performed by an automatic tracer turning 
lathe with multiple slides. The workpiece is received by conveyor from till' 
previous operation. The body is then placed on an expanding mandrel that 
locates on the nose face and chucks in the nose thread diameter while a 
centralizing mechanism is positioned in the rear cavity. The tracer slides then 
machine the contour of the body from right to left leaving sufficient stock at 
the bourrelet diameter to allow for the grinding operations that follow. A total 
of three carbide tools remove same amount of stock t.o produce same surface 
quality in this operation. 
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2.1.3 Bore Cavity Operation 
The bore cavity operation JS performed immediately after the finish turn 
OD operation. Jn this operation. the shell is bored t,o its finished inside 
diameter. This operation is performed on a finish bore cavity machine. 
ln this operation, two shells are simultaneously loaded into the machine by 
a pneumatically operated indexing syst,em. After the two shells are placed into 
the proper postion, the shells are chucked in the rear bourrelet diameter by a 
collet and the nose is centralized in an hollow spindle. Once the shell JS 
properly chucked, the boring head on which three boring inserts are mounted by 
means of cartridges advances to begin boring operation. Aft.er the boring head 
has reached the end of its travel, the feed rate is slowed down to make a 
chamfer cut at the nose thread diameter. 
2.1.4 Thread Both Ends Operation 
In this operation, "V" threads are cut 10 the base ID, and modified 
buttress threads are cut in the nose JD simultaneously. This is accomplished by 
using a thread nose and base ends lathe. 
In the thread both ends operation, the nose and base threads are machined 
~sing single point tools performing a series of machining cuts with each cut 
advanced until the full depth of thread is reached. Prior to the machining 
operation. the shell is automatically discharged from the conveyor carousel and 
loaded into the thread both ends machine by an automatic loader. Once the 
shell is positioned by the loader a pusher holds the projectile in position during 
chucking. The bourrelet is chucked in bourrelet, area, and the ogive portion ·is 
supported by a spring loaded centralizer. Aft.er the projectile is properly 
chucked, the pusher retracts and t.lie machining operation begins. 
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This operat,ion 1s controlled by t,wo scparat,r auwmatic controllers. The 
loading system and other machine parameters besides the tool movements arr 
controlled by one of the controller while the, other ·maintains the proper cutting 
speed and controls the tool movements. 
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2.2 General Approach to Model Building 
The machining operations performed on the shell were represented by a set 
of mathematical equations describing the physical and economic relationships 
among the variables in the operation. The economic relationships were based on 
the Gilbert machining model, originally derived by W. W. Gilbert at the 
University of Michigan in the late 1930's (Gilbert, 1950). Enhancement of this 
basic model was required in the case of multi-tool cutting operations. 
The purpose of each model was to predict machining performances for the 
four operations under assumed input conditions. Machining performance was 
characterized in terms of two possible crit.eria: 
1. Maximum production rat.e, 
2. Minimum cost. per unit. 
The input conditions for a machining operation covered ~ wide range of 
possible process characteristics. The number of different variables was 
significantly larger than what was included within the scope of this study. The 
input conditions used in the models included the following general categories of 
machining variables with specific parameters listed for each general category: 
L Cutting conditions that could be specified are the following: 
a. Cutting speed, 
b. Feed rate, 
c. Depth of cut. 
In our case, depth of cut 1s determined by the geometry of the workpiece 
and could not be specified as a variable input. 
2. Workpiece material and geometry. The workpiece material ,vas found to 
be most conveniently summarized as the hardness of the part being machined. 
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The workpiece geometry was defined by the dimensions of the workpart. For the 
four operations in consideration, these dimensions consisted basically of the 
lenght and diameter of the part. Since workpiece material and geometry were 
standardized for each of the four machining operations, very little input was 
required to specify these variables unless there were exceptions from the normal 
operation. 
3. Tooling parameters. The parameters were specified by the user in the 
form of the Taylor tool life equation. For the given depth of cut, feed rate, and 
work material, the Taylor equation was defined by the parameters in the 
.equation: "n" and "C". 
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2.3 Models 
2.3.1 Rough Turn OD Operation 
A - Maximum Production Rate Speed 
a. Single-Tool Case 
The time required to produce one unit of product rn a turning operation 
can be broken down into three main parts (Field, 1968): 
1. handling time, th [min/pc], 
2. machining time, tm [min/pc], 
3. tool changing time, tCT [min/pc]. 
Although the rapid traverse time could be included in this configuration as a 
separate item, it is considered as a part of the handling time assuming that the 
part is machined in a single pass. 
Thus, the production time of a product, t !min/pc] 1s defined by the 
following expression: 
(2.1) 
The machining time can be expressed in terms of cutting speed v [sfpm], 
feed rate f [ipr] and workpiece diameter D [in] and lenght L [in]. See Figure 
2-2. 
r.DL I min/pc] t =--m 12 / v 
or 
tm - [min/pc] 
V 
where 
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Figure 2-2: 
r.DL 
,\ == -- \irz/pc 1 12 ! 
L 
f 
Singl<' Tool Turning Operation 
Tool changing time per piece ran IJP written as follows: 
. . 
irmn;pc, 
) 
V 
t,,C, n,k-1: 
(2.2) 
where tool life T !min.fed) can be substituted by (~) 11\ the equality provided by V 
the Taylor tool life equation. tc denotes the tool changing (or indexing) time 
per edge in minute per edge. 
Equation (2.1) can be rewritten as: 
,\ 11 1/n-l 
t = t + - + t ,\ -- i mini pc l h V r. c1/n (2.3) 
After equating the derivati\'e of F:quation (2.3) to zero. we obtain the 
expression for the maximum production spr.ed: 
20 
C 
t• = isf pm) 
I [(l/n-1) t/ (2.4) 
b. Multi-Tool Case 
The foregoing discussion has been ri1adr for a turning operation where one 
tool machines the workpiece throughout. its lenght. 
Let us now consider an arrangement. when• j identical (same tc: C and n) 
tools machine j different portions of th<' total cutting lenght simultaneously, 
cutting speed and feed rate remaining the same. The fact that cutting lenght L 
is divided into j portions results in a reciprocal reduction in the machining time, 
t . See Figure 2-3. Ill 
L 
) 
V 
. 
J 
Figure 2-3: :'llulti-tool Turning Operation 
The tool changing time per pit•rp t c•rm is not affcctrd by the multi tool 
arrangement. sin re the rcdurt ion in l he machining t.irne would be cancelled out 
by a proportional increase. in the numbc>r of cutting t <mis used. 
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In t.lH' casp wlH'rP t.lw 1.ools arc· not. iclrntical (different. t,.: C a11d n). t.he 
mad1ining tinH• pl'r piPrP is considered 1.0 lw one j th of its original value and 
1.he t.otal t.ool changing tirnc> per pi,~rc• fou11d by sumrning the t.ool changing t.i11w 
per fllCCC! or indivic.lu.-il tools. Thus. 
). l...._ VJ Int- I 
l --o t. 1 , -;- -+ "'"' / . ).--- jmi11/pr; I JI/ L Cl ·c•l/ni 
i= I J 'i 
(2.5) 
The following expression giving 1.lw optimum cut ting spcied for maximum 
prud11ctio11 rai.e is extract.cd from Equat,ion (2.5) by tlH' ordinary optimization 
procedure c.lS in O!IP 1,oo] C:clSC. 
i I . ( I / r1i- J) 
I-=\...._ n . rl,in1 
L- c:.1•111-
,.,1 1 
or 
.1 I.') ;,i, 
l 
1 ~ I 
where, 
tci (1/ni-1) 
A.=-----
1 c.1/ni 
1 
(2.U) 
Equation (2.G) 1s an implicit equation and ran be solvPd by t.he Newton's 
Method. See Appendix A. 
The solution is found 1.0 be as below: 
j (L ·\ (I/ni-1) v/frii )+ I 
i::: I jsfpmj Ill+!= j 
L Ai (l/11i) 11/fni- 1 
i=-1 
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Set,t.ing v 1 =-- 500 sfpm. 1.h1• optimum 
cut,t,ir1g speed is usually calrulat t!d 
aft.er t.hrec or four it,cmt,ions wit.Ii a pr<'rision of ii sfprn. SP1' Appe
ndix B. 
IL should lw not,,id that t.lic opt im11111 nJI I ing spel'd with j !.0018 vii would 
be lower 1,han t,lw opt.irnum cut.ting sp,•cd of a si11gl1• tool \
"t machini11g lli1• 
overnll length. Sec Appendix C. Tht· relationship brt wc1·11 \"tj a11
d \ 
1 
<:an Ill' 
expresst~d as: 
"t 
v1 -= - !sfpm) J i" 
It. ca.11 also be shown t.hat. machining t l1t• workpi1·r1· wit Ii one to
ol aL \" 1 
would result. in .-1 macliini11g a11d t.ool c·lw11gin::?, t.inw J>l'f pi1·r1· j
1
•
11 1 i11ll's liigl11:r 
tl,an those where• j t.ools nrnrl1im· 1 hi· tot . .-11 rut 1.i11g l1·ngtl1 Ht \.lj" :-i1•1· .-\pp1•11dix 
D. 
R - Minimum Cost. per Pi1·cl' Sp1·1·d 
The idea outlined for the pr0Jurtio11 t.irn<' 1nodel is al:-m valid 
for t.h<· cost. 
model. Namely, in a case where J tools slian• th<· cutt.iug len
gth, the cos_t per 
piece can be expressed as: 
or, 
,\ j 
II ·= k/ (II -j- -;-) + ~ 
I J !I L_.,, 
i=l 
18/pc; 
11 1 /ni-1 
(k I .-t k .),\--
I Cl 11 ·c·• l.'ni J . I 
In these equations, k1 and kt denote labor rate in 
dollar per minut.e and 
tool cost in dollar per edge respectively. In ord<'r to find t.h
c opt,imum speed 
yielding m1mmum cost per piece, we follow tlw safrw pro
cedure as with 
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production rat,e. The
 optimum speed for m
inimum cost per piec
e 1s found 111 
the following implicit 
form: 
j 
('°' E. (l/ni-1) v l/ni) + k L t m I 
i=l 
11m+r=. J 
jsfpm; 
L Ei (1/ni) vm 1/ni-l 
i=I 
where, 
. 
(k1 tci + ku) (l/ni-1) 
E.=~~~~~~~
-
' 
c.1/ni 
I 
The equations presente
d so far are based on
 tlie assumption that 
the C/s, 
n.'s and the feed rate
 are predetermined. T
he procedures for dete
rmining these 
I 
values are described in
 Sections 2.4 and 2.5 
2.3.2 Finish Turn OD
 Operation 
The optimum speed ex
pressions developed fo
r the rough turn OD o
peration 
apply also to the fini
sh turn OD operation
 because of the simila
rities between 
the machine tools used
 in these operations. 
The finish turn OD op
eration differs from th
e rough turn OD oper
ation m 
the following points: 
a. The number of cutt
ing tool positions are 
different. 
b. Different. depth of 
cut for each position
 in rough turn OD o
peration 
whereas equal depth of
 cut for all positions 
in finish turn OD ope
ration. 
c. Different surface fi
nish requirement for 
each position in rough 
turn OD 
operation whereas sam
e surface finish requir
ement for all positions
 in finish turn 
OD operation. 
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The first point
 implies that, t
he value of j would 
be different for
 the two 
operations in c
onsideration. 
The second poi
nt brings forwa
rd t be necessity
 to determine 
a unique depth 
of cut for the
 rough OD o
peration. This 
depth of cul 
would represen
t the 
variations in th
e depth of cut 
throughout th<>
 machining len
gth. 
The third point
 is taken into 
consideration w
hen determining
 the feed rate 
f in Equation (2.2)
. This problem is
 discussed in S
ection 2.4. 
2.3.3 Bore Cav
ity Operation 
The boring he
ad that carne
s seYeral wol
s on its per
imeter can be
 
considered as a
 solid reamer. 
The shell is b
ored t.o its fin
al diameter as 
the 
boring head ex
tracts in the c
avity. See Figu
re 2--L Tlw t
ools mounted o
n the 
boring head are
 replaced all to
gether assumi11
g that they ar
l' worn equally
. Thl' 
replacement of 
the cutting edg
es is identical 
to t ht· replacem
ent of a reamer
. 
L 
Figure 2-4: 
Boring Operatio
n 
In consequence
, the cost mod
els for a reami
ng operation w
ould also bP va
lid for 
•r 
.. a 
a boring operation where a bor
ing head is used. 
The production t,ime per piece
 is defined as in one-tool cas
e of Section 
2.3.1 with the exception that: 
-t refers to the time required
 to change j t,ools on the boring head
 or 
C 
change the boring head as a w
hole: whichever applies. 
-The cost per piece is expressed
 as: 
tm 
u=k (t + t ) + (k t + k) - !$/minJ I h m I c t T 
In this expression. k1 refers to 
the cost of j cut.ting edges and T indica
tes 
the life in minute of the tools on
 the boring head. 
2.3.4 Thread Both Ends Oper
ation 
The models for the thread bo
th ends operat.ion would be b
asPd on the 
following considerations: 
- Two different types of thread
 (different shape and pitch} arc cut b
y two 
different single point cutting to
ols (different tc, C and n). 
- The threads are cut on dif
ferent ID's and over different 
lengths with 
different. feed rates (different pitches) 
and number of passes. The w
orkpiece is 
removed from the machine t
ool when both of the threa
ds arc completed 
although the machining times m
ay be different. See Figure 2-5. 
a- Production Time per Piece 
Taking these points into cons
ideration, the production per 
piece equation 
can be written as: 
2 t . 
t=th+max(tmi)+ I: tci ;: lmin/pcl 
(2.i) 
i=:l I 
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Figure 2-5: Thread Both E11ds Operatiou 
Making the following su bstit.utions: 
and, 
t . -
m1 
>..P. 
I I 
C.1/ni 
I 
T.=--
1 v.1/ni 
I 
where P denotes the number of passes, Equation (2. 7) IS rewritten as: 
).. P. 2 v.1/ni-l 
I I L I t = th + max(--) + t . ). . P. ---
v. Cl I I c.I/ni 
I i=J I 
jmin/pc] 
The maximum of the two machining times is selected as machining time 
per piece due to the second consideration. One easily figures out that the 
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opt.imizaLion of cut.ting SJ>Pcd can only lw rarri1:d out 111 t.crms of rp111 which is 
1,he sol<· parameter m common l)('t.,,·prn the t,W<! tl,rcad cut.Lin!!; act;ions. 
Subst,itut.ing 
"[) / .. 
1 I 
l'.! f. for \ 
., 
"Di NI/ 
and-- for 1•1• ,. )~ 
we obt.ain, 
L. P. 2 L. P f. D. 
' ' I: ' I l I I • 1/ . I I.= t -! max(--)+ t . (--) 1"' N . ni-
h J.N . Cl! c··1/ni 12 R 
' R i=-1 i i 
lrnin/prj (2.8) 
As· we t.ake the derivat.ivc of Equation (2.8) with resp1•ct t.o NH and 
equat,e to zero, we obtain the following rqualit.y: 
L p z 
I 1 \~ I l ) J:, 1 hr// 1111 max -- =- , " I .,_. 
I 1=1 
where 
L.P. r.D. 
l l L 1 ! • 
B. = I . . (l/ni-1) (--) 1711 
1 Cl/. c.J/n, }2 
1 I 
Solving Lhis equation through the i'iewton 's Method, we get 
2 L.P. (L Bi {l/n-1) Nn/fni) + max(T) 
j:::.] l irpm] 
2 L Bi(l/ni) Nn,1f,1i-1 
i=l 
b- Cost per Piece 
The model for the cost per p1ect• 1s <lerincd as: 
Li Pi ,:.._ : 11.1 /rri-_ 1 
u = k
1 
lt
1 
+ max(--. )] +' (t . k1 + k1 .) ,\. P. -' --. !$/pc] . , 1. N . ~ c, , 1 , c· 1 /m 1 /l i= I i 
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and t.he optimum spi11<ll1~ sp<'cd Ill n•vul11t ion rwr mi11ut.1• 1s found t.o lie: 
where 
NR rn+ I=-----------------
'-~ JJ(J/r,i)N Ifni· I L 1 • Jim 
i=- I 
L.P. r.D 
P-== (t .k-+ k .) 1 ' .(l/rii-1) (--'Jl/ni 
, c, , i, J. c.11,11 n 
' l 
2.4 Dct.ermirrntion of the' Feed Rate' 
ir11m! 
Tlw optimization of rut t.ing s1weds l'or rough t.11rn OD. li11ish t.urrr OD a11d 
buri11g operations wen, rnade in Ll11· previous sul.,scct.ions under tht• assumption 
that feed rat.e had been pred<'t t·rrr1iried. This suhsertio11 explains how a f<·<'d 
rau• can be recornmcnd1:d based 011 rert,ai11 paramder \'alues. 
It has been proven by many rnscarc:l1ers (Shaw. 19(i5, Ansell, I 9(i2) that 
the relationship bet.ween surface finish, feed rat.I' and t.ool nosP radius should U<' 
like the following: 
t2 R - (--) 103 [µin] 
a 31.2 R (2.9) 
Equation (2.9) provides the arithmetical average surface finish g1ve11 the 
feed rate f in inch per revolution and tool nose radius R in inch. 
In order t.o add flexibility t.o t.he above, equal.ion, a calibration fact.or was 
considered: 
I2 R ( ) 103 
·a= CFR jµin] 
2!) 
The calibration factor once determined by trial and error method during 
the production run with accept.able precision will never be modified unless any 
fundamental changes are observed in t.he parameters of the cutting conditions 
(new workpiece material, older machine. etc}. 
Once the surface finish requirement, and the tool nose radius for each tool 
position are given, j different, feed rates will be calculated. Ob\'iously, the 
smallest feed rate will be selected for the fullfillment of surface finish 
specification. 
2.5 Determination of C and 11 
Normally, it takes a great. deal of ex perirnent.al effort to obt.ain th(• 
constants for the Taylor equation. as each combination of tool and work 
rnat,erial will have different constants. Such experiments requirP a gre<1t deal of 
work material, cutting tool, energy and man-hour, thus they are very c·xpc·11sivr 
and tiresome (Groover, 1976). 
In an industrial environment, standard tool life test procedures would not 
be feasi,ble. Instead, one would make use of actual production data to determinr 
the Taylor constants. Besides material and time savings, such a method would 
allow realistic evaluation of the cutting conditions. This last point is of 
primary importance because off-line tests often suffer from being specific to their 
own conditions. 
The production data used for these purposes are in the form of piece 
count per edge. In other words, number of workpieces produced at a given speed 
during the life span of one cutting edge (N) are counted as t.hc production 
progresses. More than one edge are used for· better accuracy. The same counting 
procedure is repeated at another cutting speed. At least two cutting speeds are 
:m 
used vb!'cause t.lierl' arc• t.wo unknowns l,o br estimat.cd 111 I.hr Taylor Equation: 
C and 11. 
Pier(• count averages art• calcu]all!d haseJ on piecP count. obscrvat,io11s 
mc1dc• 011 i.hc• shop floor. These piece cou11t, avcragPs ar<~ ronvert.cd 111 t.ool life 
figures by means of following cquaLions: 
T.:.Nt 
Ill 
or 
>. 
T"- N....:. [mi11/ed[ 
V 
Fi11ally, the Taylor Equation 1s r<'writ.t.en as: 
>. (:,: (N-)" V 
l' 
Then. tool lif P-cllt.ting sp<'<'d data c1rc· pron•ssc•d th rough I h<' 111<'1 hod of 
least squares t,o c\'aluate the values of C a11d 11. 
:n 
Chapter 3 
COMPUTER PROGRAM 
3. J (~ e1H'rnl A sped s 
Thi' eco11ornic models dl'vl'lo1wd in t ltP prpv1011s chapt,cr wr.re used i11 Lhe 
cksig11 of a computerized macl1i11ability dat.a syst,crn. A11 i11t.crac1ivc computer 
program was writ.t.c11 in Fort.ran 77 la11g11agc• 011 a D ECSYSTEM-'.WTM cornpuLcr 
arn.i I able' at Lehigh llniv<>rsit,y. A11otlwr \'ers1on of the program exists in 
Micro-Soft TM Fortran t.o allow the user to work on a rnicrocornput,cr. 
Tli<· program was writ,tc11 i11 s11rh a 111an11cr t.hat thr user would need very 
little training to lwcon1<' fa111iliar wit Ii t lH' syst.cnt. TIH: h1•st wily t.o achi,·vc• this 
goal was t.o adopt i1 nw1111.1 pron1pt dri\'C•11 fil<• a11d procedun• struct.urc. 
3.2 Menus 
The operation of the syste111 depe•mls upo11 thrc<' nraJor 111cnus among 
which there' is an hierarchical relationship. Appropriate selPctions should be• 
made.• at each nwnu lrvel to ru11 tire system properly. Se.e• FigurP :{-1. 
OPERATION MENU ' 
1. Rough Turn OD 
2. Finish Turn OD 
3. Bore Cavity 
4. Thread Both Ends 
.1 
FILE-FUNCTION MENU 
1. Machine Tool Data 
2. Operation Data POSITION MENU 
3. Cutting Tool Data , - Position 1 ,_ , 
4. Evaluation Position 2 
5. Results Position 3 
6. Average Computation 
7. C and n Computation 
Figure 3-1: Mc11us used 111 the Program 
3:l 
1. Operation Menu : This four item menu is used to determine the type of 
the operation t,he user wishes to work on. lt. includes Rough Turn OD, Finish 
Turn OD, Bore Cavity and Thread Both Ends operations. The selection madr 
at this level causes the program assumr certain parameter values that are later 
used throughout the program. 
2. File-Funcion Menu : Subsequent to the selection of operation type, the 
user determines what kind of work to be done by choosing one of the options 
offered by· File-Function Menu. This work could be the preparatory processing of 
the data gathered from the shop or entering data into the data files or running 
the computational modules to optimize cutting parameters. 
3. Tool Position Menu : If the user intends to work with cutting tool data 
files. the determination of the tool position will be necessary at Tool Position 
1V1enu which can be reached from File-Function Menu. 
3.3 Files 
The data files used by the system can be classified into three categories 
according to the manner they are edited. 
The first category comprises machine tool and operation data files. The 
data contained m these files are displayed along with their explanations. The 
user is supposed to update the data when changes occur rn machine tool, 
workpiece or operation specifications. 
Machine tool data files include information such as identification of 
machine tool, horsepower available, maximum and minimum limits for feed rates 
and spindle speeds. The format used to display the machine tool data is the 
same for four operations. 
The operation data files arc utilized to store data pertaining to the 
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- ~--- . . - . - - -~ - . 
workpiece. operating parameters other than feeds and speeds. cost parameters, 
et.c. The format of the operation <lat.a files cliff er slightly from one operation t.o 
another. 
The second category includes cutting t,ool data files. These files are of 
increment.al nature, that is, the information pertaining to the cutting tools used 
m the past together with those currently being used on the machine are st.ored 
as individual entries. Each cutting tool entry comprises such information as 
identification, cost per edge, index time, C and n constants and tool nose 
radius. These files are supported by an appropriate editing capabilit.y that allows 
the user to add new entries as well as delete or update old ones. 
The result data files that form the third category are intent.cd to store 
computer generated results for future reference. A result report that is found 
significant by the user may be stored in result. data files t,o be retrieved later 
for scanning or deleting. 
3.4 How to Use the Program 
The optimization of cutting parameters involves a four step procedure. One 
step must be completed in order to proceed with the next one. See Figure 3-2. 
The first step is the collection of data pertaining to the machine tool, 
workpiece. cutting tool and operator. Machine tool and workpiece data are 
provided by product specifications and technical drawings. The accounting 
department provides the data regarding wage rates and tool costs. These data 
are ent.ered int.o th<' data files with appropriate units. Statistical data arc 
needed to calculate C and n valul's and tool index times. Tool index times are 
calculated by taking arithmetical average of a sufficient number of tool index 
time observations. Different. average tool index times are calculated for different. 
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OPERATOR 
WORKPIECE 
OPERATION 
DATA 
MACHINE-TOOL MACHINE-
TOOL 
CUTTING TOOL 
AVERAGE 
COMPUTATION 
STEP 1 
C&n 
COMPUTATION 
COLLECTION AND PREPARATORY 
CALCULATION 
DATA 
CUTTING 
TOOL 
DATA 
STEP 2 
FILE.S READY 
Figure 3-2: Working with the program 
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t.ool positions if necessary. 
A similar method is followed for the calculation of C and n. The machine 
JS run at a relatively low speed and the workpieces produced during the life 
span of one cutting tool edge are counted. This is done simultaneously for all 
tool positions if performances of tool positions for a given tool are different. A 
worksheet exclusively designed for multitool machining can be used during the 
data collection task. Once a sufficient number of piece counts per edge are 
collected fur every tool position, the machine tool is run at an higher speed and 
same kind of data collection is repeated. More than two cutting speeds may be 
used if greater accuracy is desired. 
The piece counts observed from tool positions are later used to calculate 
piece count averages using Average Computation facility cJf the program. Piece 
count averages together with their corresponding cut.ting speeds are processed 
with a facility provided by the program to compute C and n values. One C 
and n couple must be calculated for each t.ool position before proceeding with 
the second step. 
The second step is the preparation of data files. One usually needs to 
work with the machine tool and operation data files if the data are supposed to 
be updated.The C and n constants calculated in the first step are entered into 
the appropriate tool position files. C and n values along with tool cost, index 
time and nose radius data and identification constitute a separate tool entry in 
a cutting tool data file. 
After the second step JS carefully carried out., one JS ready to process the 
data contained in the files of the system. The computational modules are 
invoked by choosing Evaluation option in File-Function Menu. 
3G 
The program first prompts the user by. asking if the evaluation will be 
based on the last entries in tool position files. If that is not what the user 
intends to do, a tool entry combination composed of old and last entries (or all 
old) must be entered t.o proceed. Dependit1g upon the tool nose radius, surface 
finish specifications · and previous shop experience. the user is recommended a 
feed rate. If for some reason that is not account.ed for by the system, the ·user 
does not want to use the recommended feed rate, he may enter his own. But 
the system will interpret this change as a new shop experience and update the 
calibration factor discussed in Section 2.4. No feed rate is determined in thread 
both ends operation because this is done automatically using the thread per .inch 
data contained in operation data file. 
Then, the system makes nece!:isary .. calculations for. optimization of cutting 
speeds and issues a brief result report to the U!:icr. See Figure 3.-3. 
f!,!S OD RF:5;JCT 
P;~<> ID <> CJ~;r <> 
1 P.N"G-13f. GR570 0.35 
2 IHI '( G- 4 3 E: GR570 0.35 
:1 RN"'lG-43E GR570 o.35 
FEED (IPRJ= .,0300 
~hX. PHO. SPEED [SPPM]= 476. 
TOOL LIVES (PC/ED] 
>PII t <>P112<>P#3< 
20 H . 12 
~I~. cnsr SP~ED [SFO~J= ~31. 
TOOi, IJ I VE:S [ P: /F.:Dl 
)P#1(>Dff2<>PO< 
22 1.9 17 
~AX. ~R. RATE (PC/~RJ: 
~JN. CrjST [S/P:J= 
SA VF: ? ( Y n~) 
?. 9. b 
o.ci6 
vm <> C <> ,. .. , <> RAn 
1.95 t<ns. n.470 0., SOJ 
1 .. Cl5 o:n. o.2so 0 •. ~t)•) 
l • q5 R92. n.2so o.Sn"l 
1.n + 0.4 '> < 
< 
o. 7 + 
0.27 + 0.42 + 0.17 ). 
Figure 3-3: ,\ Typical Computer Generatc9 Result 
:n 
< 
The result report contains the following information: 
a. The cutting tool entries and the feed rate upon which the evaluation 1s 
based. 
b. The maximum production and m101rnum cost speeds computed by th<' 
program. 
c. The production rate at maximum product.ion speed and piece cost. at 
mm1mum cost speed along with their components: handling, machining and tool 
changing. Tool lives in piece per edge are also provided at both speeds. If the 
feed rate and/or cutting speed recommended by the system are not available 
from the machine, a warning message is issued to the attention of the user. 
The result generated may be saved for future reference. If saved, it. can be 
directly accessed in the result data file. This feat,ure of ,t.he system allows the 
user to make comparaisons among several cut ting tool alternative.s. 
The fourth step which is optional gives 1,he user the ability t,o assess the 
effect of the cutting speed for the cutting tool and feed rate combination 
considered in the previous step. In ot.her words, production rate and piece cost 
together with tool life figures are computed and displayed for a cutting speed 
chosen by the user. 
After the working cut.ting speed is determined and its corresponding 
production rate and cost per piece are computed using the fourth step facility, 
the machine tool is run at this speed. The actual production rate and cost. per 
piece are observed from the production run. 
Any considerable inconsistency between the calculat.ed and observed 
production rate and cost per piece normally indicates that the data contained in 
the files do not truly reflect the actual cutting co~·ditions. In this case, all data 
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should be reviewed and necessary corrections should be made. 
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Chapter 4 
CONCLUSIONS 
'
1 General purpose comput,erized machinability data systems tha
t have been 
designed to be used in job shop or batch production conditions are not precise
 
enough to be useful in mass production conditions. 
*In mass production, special computerized machinability data
 systems are 
required due to the dedicated nature of the equipme
nt used. Such a 
computerized machinability data system should allow quick 
evaluation of the 
cutting conditions in order t.o investigate and implement cutti
ng tools and other 
machining elements alternative to the current. ones. 
*Taking the two first. points into consideration. cost mo
dels for four 
operations performed on a product produced in large quantit
ies were developed 
and implemented into a cust.om made computerized data syst
em. It was shown 
that. each of four operat,ions had some specific aspects that m
ade> the creation of 
a special computerized machinability data system indispensable
. 
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Appendix A 
IMPLICIT EQUATION 
j Ill /nt 
1= '°' t .(1/ni-1)-·-,-. ~ Cl c.lfnt. 
t=I I 
j 
l = L Ai 111/ni 
i=l 
According to the Newton's Method: 
f(v) 
vl+l = 111 - f (v) 
j 
f(v)= L Aivlfni_l=O 
i=J 
Therefore, 
i=l 
111+1 = 111 - j 
L Ai (1/ni) v/fni-l 
i=I 
j j (L Ai (1/ni) v,1fni) - (L Ai v11fni) + I 
i=l i=I 
j 
L Ai (1/ni) v/fni-l 
i=l 
j (L :\ (1/ni-1) v,1fni) + i 
i=l 
111+1 = j 
L Ai (1/rii) u/fni-l 
i=I. 
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Appendix B 
ITERATIONS 
>lF:l( HIZ.F'OR 
LiiJI(: Loading 
n.~JKXC'T' rnz execu t 1 on] 
Pos. ~ro. : 1 2 
n1: 0.30 0. 3 n 
Cf : 100~.co 1000.ao 
tct: 1. 5 5 1.5'.3 
1 nrl. sn.: 680.00 680.00 
qp·s1Jl '111th iteration 
initial value for v=so0.nnoo 
1, 4ll.fi077 
7., 47.0.1033 
3 
n. 3 n 
1000.00 
1.55 
680.00 
over~ll opt. cut. speed= 419.53~1 
lter~tlon number=3 
4 
ll.31l 
10n0.oo 
1.i;r; 
6Ro.oo 
R?.sult. with "over3ll sr = ln~!lvUn~l sp/1**11 11 
over~ll opt. cut. s~eed= 11Q.5U16 
5 
0.30 
1000.00 
1.ss 
frA0.00 
Appendix C 
SPEEDS FOR SINGLE AND MULTIPLE 
TOOLS 
For j identical tools: 
). vlfn-1 
t=t +-+t >.-- imin/pc] 
h jV C cJ/n 
at ). vl/n-2 
-=·--+t (1/n-1)..\--=0 
811 jv2 C cJ/n 
1/n 
l vii 
-= t (1/n-1)-j C cJ/n 
C 
v - !sfpml 
lj- iftc (l/n-1)]" 
C 
t' = !sf pm; 1 \tr {l/n-1)1" 
1,,. 
111·=-] l" 
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Appendix D 
MACHINING AND TOOL CHANGING 
TIMES FOR SINGLE AND MULTIPLE 
TOOLS 
- Product,iorr Lime per piece (Single• Tooi) 
..\ v/ln-1 
l=t -+-+t ..\-- imi11ipr.; 
h Ill C , .cJ/n 
- Production Limt• per piece (.j identical t,oc1ls) 
..\ j 11i//rL- I 
t=-l ..:.--Lf ..\-- !min/pr., 
lo ' l'tj r. cJfn 
tit (-)l/11- I 
,\ l 
/= I -;.---,-f ..\--- 1nii11/pc· II II c ('] ;,, I , , 
j(-) 
/'· 
t/11-J 
..\ I!/ 
t,:;:, l .... -- -+· t ..\ . lmin/pcj 
h •J -r, C ct/n .·1-rt Vt} , J 
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Developu1ent of Sp<'cinl 
Cornpnt<>rhwd Machinuhility D1it.n Systems 
for '\\7 orkp11rts Prodncc•d iu Large• QuuutitiN; 
by 
Cemal Doydum 
AUSTlL\CT 
Cornput,erizcd .Machi11ability Data ::-yst.e111!-i ( C;'vll)S) which ha\'l' been 
dcsign<>d to lw use<l in job shop or bat rh prod11rt.io11 rnndit ions dn 1101 fully 
respond t.o t.lw needs of mass product.ion 111,H:hi II i 11~ pracLicc. l::x 1.1•11si \'I' use• of 
dedicated equipment and tooling in mas:,; protl1wt ion 111akcs the· dc,,·cloprnl'nt of 
special machining cost modcb i 11dispensabl<-. Tli<·s<· models t oge·lhN wit.h 
appropriate dat.c1 files a11d rnpurt for111ats ronst it ut.<· t lic~ basis of cust,om-rna<k 
CMDSs. In th<· present t.h<'sis work. four 111ulti-tool operation::; (rough t.um, 
finish t,um, finish bore. thr<'ad bot Ii <·nds) JH'rforrned 011 a l:1;1 mm projecLile 
shell were r.onsidcrt·d. Sp<'cial cost rnndels dcvrlo1wd for each of t.hrse multi-t.ool 
operations were implemc11t<•d i11t o a C'.\I DS. :\ 1·omp11t.cr program in Fort.ran 77 
language was writ.ten so that it would provide optimal cut,t.ing parameters and 
alJow the investigation and irnp!Pm<'nt-,it ion of machining elernrnts such as 
cut.ting tools c1ud work 111ateric1ls. 
